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Abstract—Today, the service computing research is focusing
on providing efficient solutions to the challenges of the future
Internet applications. The major difference that is created by
these applications is their ubiquitous on-the-move availability as
cloud services. This means that the mobility is rapidly becoming
a fundamental requirement of the future. In addition to that,
the integration of mobile and service computing domains has
enabled the existing mobile devices to offer their resources as
mobile Web Services (WS). For this reason, the provisioning of
mobile WS in future networks is expected to become a part of
the cloud, where ubiquitous services are offered by any device.
This will open new business prospects for the service providers.

In this paper, we present the concept of protecting such
mobile WS by using Service Level Agreements (SLA) on mobile
devices. Here, we propose a framework to offer SLA negotiations
and manage the Quality of Service (QoS) of the provisioned
mobile WS. Furthermore, the paper explains the four primary
architectural components and classifies their functions into four
fundamental SLA life cycles. Also, the detailed discussion re-
garding each life cycle and its relation to the corresponding
component(s) is provided. The research addresses some major
issues of authentic and authorized access to mobile WS that
might become useful as we move towards the future ubiquitous
Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

One major focus of today’s research trends is to provide
Internet services on-the-move. For this reason, the support
from the Information Technology (IT) sector is targeting the
development and availability of the innovative WS for the
mobile consumer on anytime-anywhere basis. The prominent
industry leaders such as Google, Microsoft and Apple have
designed software and service products for mobile users that
are widely accepted by the industry and research. In addition to
that, the rapidly growing interest in this domain has already
shown the signs of provisioning the WS as cloud services.
Today, in the widely famous Internet products like Calenders,
Contacts, Maps and Email, the consumers obliviously store
their critical and personal data in the cloud.

On the other hand, the support from the Telecommunication
(TelCo) sector has shown significant advancements in terms
of high-bandwidth mobile communication standards, such as
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and
Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1]. The sector has also rec-
ognized the importance of service computing in the mobile
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communication domain that has resulted in the service delivery
platforms like the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). The move
towards providing Internet Protocol (IP) based services over
the broadband radio standards, like the LTE, has started to
bring the IT and TelCo domains at a common point of interest
- the service delivery on-the-move. In addition to that, the
standardization bodies are forming committees1 to standardize
the service oriented computing in the TelCo domain.

The current efforts put in both the domains implicitly as-
sume the service provisioning from high-tech servers residing
in the cloud. However, in the past several years, the research
[2]–[6] has shown that the WS provisioning from a mobile
node has its own use cases. The concept of mobile WS does
not only target the consumer based mobile phones, but the
internal network terminals are also seen as a service host
platforms to perform application specific computations [7].
This means that in era of the future Internet, a mobile node
could dynamically become a part of the cloud to provide its
services over the network. Therefore, the global recognition
of the mobile WS delivery platforms on mobile devices will
directly influence the way the mobile applications and services
interact in the future pervasive environment. For such settings,
the authentic and authorized mobile WS access remains an
open question.

In this paper, we discuss the architecture of a multi-
interfaced framework for mobile devices to support protected
access, provisioning and QoS of mobile WS using the SLA.
The research presented here extends our previously published
work in [8]–[10].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The research on the topics related to SLA is not new. During
the past several years, many articles have been published
by the scientists and engineers that addressed various open
issues in order to investigate efficient ways for WS negotia-
tions and their QoS. For example, the discussion presented
in [11] provides a high-level overview of the SLA related
issues and presents a study about the actors involved in
the SLA negotiation process. The authors also present some
technical specifications of SLA and maps them to distinct
service classes. In addition to that, the study summarizes the
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SLA related initiatives by the standardization bodies, research
communities and the industry. The research concludes that the
SLA model is suitable for wide range of services offered by
the operators and requires significant reduction in SLA based
service deployment process, while at the same time providing
a scalable solution. On the other hand, the research in [12]
makes use of the SLA in context of grid computing under the
framework of the Akogrimo IST project. Here, the authors pro-
poses a scheme to manage the QoS attributes specified within
the SLA that is based on the Open Grid Services Architecture.
Furthermore, two studies conducted by the same author [13],
[14] describe a framework for providing customers of Web
services differentiated levels of service through the use of the
SLA. The study arguments that the service levels provided
to the consumers are differentiated based on many variables
such as responsiveness, availability, and performance. For this
reason, a framework is proposed for the service providers
that enables them to efficiently and flexibly manage their
resources to optimize customer satisfaction. This framework
is implemented as the utility computing services part of the
IBM Emerging Technologies Toolkit.

Mostly, the research community has applied the notion of
SLA to the high-end enterprise computing systems. Although,
the studies presented in [15] and [16] uses mobile agents to
perform SLA negotiations, but the idea of protected WS hosted
on mobile devices is still not addressed. In addition to that, the
standardization activities for SLA have resulted in producing
two major standard specifications ( [17], [18]) that are accepted
globally. Therefore, based on our previous research [8]–[10],
we make use of the standard in [17], and optimize it for the
mobile settings in order to develop an SLA framework that is
subsequently hosted on mobile devices to provision agreement
protected mobile WS.

III. CONTRACT-BASED MOBILE WEB SERVICES

During the past several years, we have put significant ef-
forts for developing a comprehensive mobile WS provisioning
framework, and subsequently applied it to various use cases
[2], [4], [7], [19]–[21]. As a result, the existing framework
is capable of hosting multi-interfaced mobile WS, which are
classified as synchronous and asynchronous. In Figure 1,
different layers of the existing system are presented.

For the mobile application developed on top of the frame-
work, two globally known service access interfaces are pro-
vided, which are based on the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) standard [22] and the Representational State Transfer
(REST) architecture [23]. The discussion and comparison of
these two access strategies is presented in [9]. The mobile
applications may utilize either of the two access interfaces to
interact with the Mobile Web Server layer. This is a major
layer that defines the server architecture and is cable of han-
dling the incoming requests to invoke the corresponding syn-
chronous or asynchronous mobile WS. For the study regarding
the Mobile Web Server layer, the reader is referred to [8],
[10], [24], [25]. Below that, the mobile WS are deployed on
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Fig. 1. Existing Mobile WS Framework

the Service Deployment layer that defines distinct deployment
process for each type of mobile WS.

The combined affect of all the layers offers a comprehensive
service delivery platform on mobile devices. However, one
limitation is that the WS deployed on the Service Deployment
layer are accessible to virtually anyone with the knowledge
of the server IP and the structure of the access interfaces.
Therefore, in order to protect mobile WS from unauthorized
access, we have introduced an additional layer under the
service access interfaces that defines a comprehensive frame-
work for SLA based on the WS-Agreement standard [17].
The SLA framework enables a mobile host to protect its WS
by providing contract-based access. The new enhancement is
depicted in Figure 2 as Service Level Agreements layer.

Due to the introduction of the SLA layer, the Mobile Web
Server layer together with the Service Deployment layer be-
comes capable of adding a layer of protection on the published
mobile WS. This allows further service classification as pro-
tected or unprotected. The Figure 2 shows the deployment of
both the classes of mobile WS simultaneously. For this reason,
the decision to offer a service as protected or unprotected is
left for the service developer.

For the protected access to mobile WS, the requests from
mobile applications on the top layer are always evaluated by
the SLA framework. The SLA framework is neutral towards
both the service access strategies above. Contrary to that, for
access to the unprotected services, the SLA layer may be
avoided by the mobile applications by using the bypass tunnel
shown in the Figure. In the following, the discussion regarding
the SLA layer is presented in detail.

IV. THE SLA FRAMEWORK ON MOBILE DEVICES

The architecture of the SLA layer presented earlier com-
prises of four major components which are shown in Fig-
ure 3. Each of these components are designed to perform
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unique functionalities which are characterized in four dis-
tinct SLA life cycles: Template Acquisition, Agreement Of-
fer, Service Invocation and Agreement Disposal. The life
cycles are either performed independently, or together with
another SLA component. For example, the Template Acquisi-
tion and Agreement Disposal life cycles are performed inde-
pendently by the components Agreement Creator (AC)
and Disposal Monitor (DM) respectively, whereas, for
the Agreement Offer and Service Invocation life cycles, the AC
and QoS Monitor (QM) collaborate with the Agreement
Evaluator (AE) component.

Due to the dependency between the execution sequence of
the life cycles becomes an important factor for the correct
functioning of the SLA framework. We explain that later in
the discussion. The incoming requests from the upper layers
may directly be handled by the AC AE or DM, but the QM
is an internal component that is not exposed to the mobile
applications. The decision to directly handle the request by a
component is based on the status of the contract. For example,
it is not possible for a non-existing contract to be evaluated
by the AE, so, the direct access to the component is irrational.
In the further discussion, each SLA life cycle is explained in
detail.

A. Template Acquisition Life Cycle

The Template Acquisition is private life cycle of the AC
component, and also the first step towards the establishment
of an agreement for a particular mobile WS. According to
the standard specification [17], the service provider publishes
an agreement template that conveys the terms related to the

<Template TemplateId="aguuid_540aef4a-2ae-f828ed68-d3f7121e"
TemplateName="Calculator Service Agreement Template">
<Context>
<Expiry>02-09-2009 12:15:00</Expiry>

</Context>
<Terms>
<ServiceDescriptionTerm Name="SDT Name" ServiceName="Calculator">

<ServiceDefinition>
<StartDate type="datetime" optional="false" default=03-09-2009 14:00:00" />
<EndDate type="datetime" optional="false" default=05-09-2009 15:00:00" />
<Architecture type="exact" optional="false" default="SOAP" />
<ServiceClass type="exact" optional="false" default="ASYNC" />
<ProtocolBinding type="exact" optional="false" default="HTTP" />
<InputDataLimit base="positiveInteger" type="range" minInc="200" maxInc="1024"

default="500" optional="false" />
<UsageFrequency base="positiveInteger" type="range" minInc="-1" maxInc="50"

default="1" optional="false" />
<UsageInterval base="positiveInteger" type="range" minInc="-1" maxInc="300"

default="120" optional="false" />
<Access type="exact" optional="false" default="Full Control" />
<ControlFunctions type="multipleselect" optional="false" default="">

<enumeration value="Subscribe" />
<enumeration value="Change Service State" />
<enumeration value="Unsubscribe" />

</ControlFunctions>
<MonitorFunctions type="multipleselect" optional="false" default="">

<enumeration value="Get Partial Result" />
<enumeration value="Get Instance Properties" />

</MonitorFunctions>
<ServiceMethods type="multipleselect" optional="true" default="">

<enumeration value="Multiply" />
<enumeration value="Subtract" />
<enumeration value="Divide" />
<enumeration value="Add" />

</ServiceMethods>
</ServiceDefinition>
<QualityOfService>
<ExecutionTime type="exact" default="100" />
...

</QualityOfService>
</ServiceDescriptionTerm>

</Terms>
</Template>

Fig. 4. An Example of a Published Agreement Template

usage of a service. Since for every mobile WS, the contractual
details may vary, therefore it is left for the service provider to
provide a template according to the requirements. However, an
optimized structure of the agreement template is derived from
the standard [17] that the provider must conform to. Upon
describing the agreement template, the provider hosts it on
the Mobile Web Server layer shown in the Figure 2.

In order to establish an agreement, a service consumer must
fetch the agreement template of the target mobile WS. For
this reason, the Service Deployment layer in Figure 2 hosts a
synchronous FetchTemplate service, which is dedicated
to search and provide the target template to the requester
on demand. Therefore, in the first step, the interested client
invokes the mobile WS to obtain the published template for the
desired service. The incoming request from the upper layers is
first received by the AC component, which communicates with
the Mobile Web Server layer to invoke the FetchTemplate
service on the Service Deployment layer. Once the service
is invoked, it (a) reads and manipulates the target template
from the storage, (b) generates a Universally Unique Identifier
(UUID) for the client, and (c) saves a copy of the agreement
template against it. After that, the template is dispatched to
the client along with the embedded UUID.

Saving a copy of a template for every client may degrade the
server performance, especially, in case of mobile devices. For
this reason, every template dispatched to the client is assigned
a validity. The client must utilize the template to establish
an agreement before the template expires. Once the template
is invalidated, it is automatically deleted from the Mobile
Web Server layer to release the resources, and consequently,
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Fig. 3. SLA Framework Components and Life Cycles

the client must request a new template to use the target
mobile WS. We will discuss that in the Agreement Disposal
life cycle. The duration of the validity is specified by the
service provider during the mobile WS deployment process,
however, the automatic generation upon the invocation of the
FetchTemplate service is also possible. Another approach
is to save the templates on some external high-end server. In
this case, the location of the target storage must be provided
to the FetchTemplate service.

From the performance perspective, the agreement template
gives freedom to the service provider to control the mobile
WS usage characteristics like, the amount and frequency of
requests and the maximum input data limit, by specifying
them in the contract terms. These characteristics may be set
at runtime based on the server load conditions. An example
agreement template for a mobile WS is presented in Figure 4.

B. Agreement Offer Life Cycle

The Agreement Offer life cycle is the second phase in
the contract establishment process. As in the Figure 3, this
life cycle is collaboratively executed by the AC and AE
components, and can only be initiated after the Template
Acquisition life cycle.

Subsequent to the completion of the Template Acquisition
life cycle, the client formulates an agreement offer by con-
forming to the terms specified by the service provider in the
template. Then, the offer along with the previously assigned
UUID is dispatched to the mobile host where it is delegated
to the AC. At this phase, the AC extracts the agreement offer
from the request and verifies the client UUID against the one
stored on the server. In case the verification process fails, the
client is immediately notified and the life cycle terminates.

The length of the agreement evaluation process depends
upon the complexity of the template, and consequently the
offer that is generated from it. Therefore, in this life cycle, the

client sends an agreement offer as an asynchronous request.
This indicates to the mobile server to instantly notify the client
after the UUID is verified. The verification of the UUID is
a short-lived process, therefore, the client only remains in a
blocked state for a small amount of time. So, as soon as the
verification is completed, the mobile host sends a notification
to the client regarding the status of the agreement offer, which
releases the client from the blocked state. In parallel to that,
the successfully verified agreement offer is forwarded to the
AE for evaluation.

The AE is responsible for checking the agreement offer
against the template terms previously dispatched to the client.
If the offer conforms to the template stored against the client’s
UUID, the AE accepts the offer and saves it to the storage for
future reference. Otherwise, the offer is rejected and the client
is notified. Similar to the templates, the agreements may be
saved on external servers to reduce the storage load on the
mobile device. In this case, the service provider must provide
the location of the target server to the AE. After this phase,
the Agreement Offer life cycle terminates.

In Figure 5, an example of the agreement offer is presented,
which is based on the template shown in the Figure 4.

C. Service Invocation Life Cycle

The SLA framework defines two classes of the mobile WS
agreements; active and pending. The active agreements are
the ones that becomes effective instantly after the acceptance
of the agreement offer, whereas, in case of the latter, a
starting date in the future is specified. In both the classes
of agreements, a mobile WS invocation can be instant or
scheduled and may be performed automatically based on a
timer, or by an explicit request from the client.

Irrespective of the class of agreement, the AE evaluates
certain control parameters prior to the actual service invocation
is performed. This initiates the Service Invocation life cycle.



<Template TemplateId="aguuid_540aef4a-2ae-f828ed68-d3f7121e"
TemplateName="Calculator Service Agreement Template">
<Context>

<Expiry>02-09-2009 12:15:00</Expiry>
</Context>
<Terms>

<ServiceDescriptionTerm Name="SDT Name" ServiceName="Calculator">
<ServiceDefinition>

<StartDate type="datetime" optional="false" default=03-09-2009 14:00:00" />
<EndDate type="datetime" optional="false" default=05-09-2009 15:00:00" />
<Architecture type="exact" optional="false" default="SOAP" />
<ServiceClass type="exact" optional="false" default="ASYNC" />
<ProtocolBinding type="exact" optional="false" default="HTTP" />
<InputDataLimit base="positiveInteger" value="500" />
<UsageFrequency base="positiveInteger" value="10" />
<UsageInterval base="positiveInteger" value="120" />
<Access type="exact" default="Full Control" />
<ControlFunctions type="multipleselect">
<enumeration value="Subscribe" />
<enumeration value="Unsubscribe" />

</ControlFunctions>
<MonitorFunctions type="multipleselect">
<enumeration value="Get Partial Result" />
</MonitorFunctions>

<ServiceMethods type="multipleselect">
<enumeration value="Multiply" />
<enumeration value="Subtract" />

</ServiceMethods>
</ServiceDefinition>
<QualityOfService>
<ExecutionTime type="exact" default="100" />
...

</QualityOfService>
</ServiceDescriptionTerm>

</Terms>
</Template>

Fig. 5. An Example of the Agreement Offer based on the Agreement
Template

This is the third life cycle in the SLA framework and strictly
relies upon the prior two. In this phase, the client is able to
bypass the AC component and directly communicate with the
AE as shown in the Figure 3. However, this is only possible
if the first two life cycles are successfully completed for that
client and the valid UUID is provided with the request.

Whenever the mobile WS is to be invoked, either auto-
matically, or through an explicit request, the AE ensures that
the invocation process is allowed at that particular instant by
checking the start and end dates of the contract. In addition
to that, at the time of the invocation process, the basic control
parameters specified in the established agreement must not be
violated. Thus, the AE ensures that by checking (a) the number
of times the client is allowed to invoke the service (usage
frequency), and (b) the minimum allowed interval between
the two invocation requests or automatic processes (usage
interval). These three are the default parameters supported
by the SLA framework, however, the service provider may
specify additional control characteristics to manage the QoS,
for example, the the size of input data permitted to the client
(input data limit). Only after the above mentioned conditions
are met, the service invocation process may be started.

The Service Invocation life cycle is performed collabora-
tively by the AE and QM components. The validation and
verification processing explained until now is specifically
performed by the AE. Upon the successful completion of the
processing, the AE creates an instance of the target mobile WS
and initiates the QM component. The QM is an internal parent
component which is not exposed to the mobile applications on
the upper layers. It is responsible for starting the designated
QoS handlers specified for the particular mobile WS that the
client has requested. During the service deployment process,
the service provider specifies the mobile WS settings that the

<CalculatorServiceSettings>
<ServiceSettings>

<DisposeActiveAgreement value="false" />
</ServiceSettings>
<QoSSettings>

<ExecutionTimeParamHandler/>
.....

</QoSSettings>
</CalculatorServiceSettings>

Fig. 6. Example Settings of a Mobile WS

QM shall use to manage the QoS handlers. When the QM is
started, it (a) reads the mobile WS settings, (b) extracts the
designated QoS handlers for that particular service, and (c)
starts the handlers as independent threads. The execution of
the handlers lasts until the mobile WS execution is completed.
In case of agreement violations or degraded QoS, the client
is notified accordingly. In Figure 6, the example settings of a
mobile WS are presented.

The evaluation of QoS of a mobile WS may be performed
by implementing various kinds of QoS handlers. Therefore, the
SLA framework offers freedom to the service providers to im-
plement and integrate their customized handlers for the offered
services. For this reason, a service provider must implement
and specify the custom QoS handlers in the mobile WS
settings to integrate them with the framework. Consequently,
the QoS evaluation for mobile WS also becomes possible by
outsourcing the implementation of the handlers to the third
parties with known expertise in the desired area.

The decision regarding the number of handlers associated
with each provisioned mobile WS is left open for the service
provider, which shall be based on the availability and quality
of the resources of the mobile device.

D. Agreement Disposal Life Cycle

The Agreement Disposal is the fourth and a major life
cycle in the SLA framework. It is performed independently
by the DM component as shown in the Figure 3. The DM is
a shared component for all the agreements and services. This
life cycle is initiated as soon as the first agreement offer is
accepted by the AE in the Agreement Offer life cycle. The
main goal of the Agreement Disposal life cycle is to release
the Mobile Web Server resources by discarding the expired
and unused agreements and templates. Without this life cycle,
the performance of the framework may be degraded due the
data on storage on the mobile device with the establishment
of every new agreement. The Agreement Disposal life cycle
is designed to offer the agreement disposal in two ways; (a)
client-controlled, and (b) automatic. The DM component is
directly accessible to the mobile applications for carrying out
the client-controlled disposal process, whereas, the automatic
process is completely handled by the SLA framework.

The decision to offer the client-controlled agreement dis-
posal is left for the service provider. During the mobile WS
deployment, the service provider may allow or disallow the
clients to perform the agreement disposal by specifying it in
the service settings (see Figure 6). If a client is allowed to
start the disposal process, it explicitly sends an agreement
disposal request to the DM with the assigned UUID. The DM



first verifies the request with mobile WS settings. The disposal
process can only be started on that instant, if the associated
mobile WS is not in the execution state under the agreement
terms. This is because the QoS of the service is monitored
based on the established contract, and the disposal of the
agreement may result in the invalid QoS results. Therefore,
the disposal request that arrive during the service execution
phase are rejected, and the client is notified accordingly. On the
other hand, if no such conflicts are encountered, the disposal
process is started that locates the target agreement against the
UUID embedded in the request and permanently deletes it
from the storage. After that, the DM locates and deletes the
stored template against the UUID and also remove any traces
of cached parameters. In the final phase, the given UUID
is also removed from the server records and the client is
acknowledged.

Depending upon the clients to explicitly request the release
of server resources is not always beneficial. For example, after
the Template Acquisition life cycle, if a client does not generate
an agreement offer before the template validity expires, the
unusable copy of the template will remain stored on the Mobile
Web Server layer. Similarly, the expired agreements will
occupy unnecessary server resources if the client-controlled
disposal process in not initiated. For this reason, the SLA
framework integrates an automatic agreement disposal process
to free the server resources. In addition to that, the service
provider may specify a cleanup interval for the DM in the global
server settings during the service deployment process. As soon
as the DM is started after the acceptance of the first agreement,
it uses the cleanup interval to periodically monitor and initiate
the automatic disposal process for the expired agreements and
templates. Here, the expiry is based on the two agreement
terms; (a) the end date of the agreement, and (b) the number
of times the client is allowed to use the associated service
(usage frequency). During the execution of the DM each stored
agreement is routinely checked for the validity of the two
terms. If a conflict in either of the terms occur, the process
of automatic agreement disposal is initiated that locates and
removes all expired agreements and templates, and also cleans
up any cached parameters and unusable UUIDs. Similar to the
client-controlled process, the agreements are only disposed if
the associated mobile WS is not in the execution state under
the agreement terms. Otherwise, the undeleted agreements are
rechecked in the next disposal cycle. The DM continues to
function until no agreements are left on the server storage.
As soon as the server transitions to the idle state, the DM
terminates.

With the introduction of the Agreement Disposal life cycle,
the resources on the Mobile Web Server layer are continuously
monitored and released whenever possible. This helps in
maintaining a stable state of the mobile server.

V. CONCLUSION

With the merger of mobility and service computing, the
requirement to ensure authentic and authorized access to
the services is becoming vital. Also, the mobile devices are

expected to become a major role player in the service provi-
sioning business. For this reason, there is a need to provide
efficient solutions to address the issues of illegal access to
personalized services.

In this paper, we presented a concept of providing SLA
framework on mobile devices. Here, the major architectural
components of the framework are presented and their functions
are classified into four basic SLA life cycles. The role of each
life cycle in the SLA negotiation and establishment process is
discussed in detail. In addition to that, an approach is presented
for evaluating the QoS of mobile WS, and a flexible framework
architecture is proposed that allows the integration of third
party QoS handlers on mobile devices. The SLA framework
optimizes and implements the WS-Agreements standard on top
of the Mobile Web Server layer that supports multiple access
interfaces.

To conclude, the framework provides a comprehensive so-
lution for mobile devices and service providers that introduces
a layer of protection to block the illegal service access, and
to monitor the QoS of highly critical and personalized mobile
WS. The publications regarding the performance characteris-
tics of the framework are planned.
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